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THE CHALLENGES OF DEVELOPMENT

Why do we disagree about climate change. Mike Hulme.



1987
Bruntland comission: is to unite countries to 
pursue sustainable development together- Our
common future – Gro Harlem Brundtland –

A  „new era of growth in which countries of the
global South play a large role and reap large 
benefits“. 

RETHORICAL POWER / CONCEPTUAL ELEGANCE

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sustainable_development


Ecological 
economists

Capitalist
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Progress



• Life expectancy improved -> growing
global population

• Ingenuity and creativity of a growing
global population-> diverse and 
stimulating cultural experiences

• Greater ethnic and cultural diversity
than before.

• World economic activity doubles every
20 to 30  years.

• 10 millon/year premature infant deaths
(malaria, malnutrition, poverty).

• More than 1 billion people only have
less than 1 dollar/day

• Global level of consumption esceeds the
renwable resources X  >2

• Genocide, terrorism, structural racism.

• Poor mental and dietary health
increasing even in rich countries.



• Definitions of poverty
• Interpretations of inequalities
• Understanding of development

Understanding
of climate
change

• M. Hulme: „However we conceive development, the world remains deeply unequal“   (debatable)

• 2002 Johanesburg Summit: inequality à target day 2015               (we are in 2021!!!!)



• A threat to development, specially in 
poor countries.

• Is it the only one? Are there others? 
(debt burdens, poor governance, trade 
tariffs, existing climate risks –more
significant that climate change?-

• A problem caused by the rich –mostly
in rich countries- while mostly poor
people in poor countries will suffer
most of the adverse consequences in 
the near term.

To tackle poverty or „past“ 
injustices, should we start with
Climate change?

Sustainable
development

Climate
change

The rights of
poverty
alleviation, 
basic health
care,
education

Climate change
adaptation
agenda

VS



We disagree about climate change because we
understand development differently.
• Section 8.2. What do we mean by

development:

1972 LIMITS TO GROWTH – CLUB OF 
ROME
1. Accelerating industrialization

2. Rapid population growth

3. Widespread malnutrition

4. Depletion of nonrenewable resources

5. Deteriorating environment

Yet the persistent model of
development is
totally the opposite

GDP

-Colonial powers from Europe: neo colonian westerniza_on
-1960, Cold war rivalry



GDP

Bruntland:

Social, 
political, 
ecological
dimensions
for well being
are not in 
GDP.

vs
HDI : Human developement index

Resource demand: Ratio of region‘s
ecological footprint / global biocapacity

Any 
ideas?





Global Footprint Network: https://data.footprintnetwork.org/#/? Are we understanding
development correctly?

What about affluence?

What about
Economic growth?



Global Footprint Network: https://data.footprintnetwork.org/#/?



Reformist Radical

• Price goods and services offered by
ecosystems including climate

• „Correct the market“
• Trade carbon out of the „energy mix“ 
• Go for „green growth“

If rainforests have a 
Price, would tropical
Countries protect them?

MARKET ENVIRONMENTALISM
• Malthus 1798: Essay on the principle of

population
• Meadows 1970: Limiths to growth
• Non-negotiable limits -à (physics?)
• Urgency
• Carrying capacity of the planet
• Ecological footprint : aggregate area of

productive land functionally required to
support any given human population
(William rees – conversation Earth)

• Thresholds: extraction, consumption, 
pollution -> irreversibility



Reformist Radical

• Regulation if industrial and consumption
practices

• Green the technology and reduce
wasteful consumption

• Strategic alliances state/bussiness/civil
society.

• Energy efficiency /resource recycling
• Innovation for energy generation
• Carbon capture and storage
• Clean Development Mechanism

TECHNOLOGICAL & ECOLOGICAL MODERNIZATION

Environmental goals in the
south à Money from the north

M. Hulme: do not search for limits but
understand to what extent limits are
subsNtutable or adaptable.  Then cites
seoclassical economics: factors of
ProducNon are subsNtutable à if one
scosistem is degraded, alternaNves will
se found or invented. 

The autor rises criticism here:



Reformist Radical

• Local agenda 21 à Rio Earth Summit : 
the importance that the people favor
reforms (markets/state-sponsored
interventions)

• i.e. Practical Action in Bangladesh
• Carbon retaining action groups
• ‚base‘: bussiness and sustainable

environment -> coexistence of
sustainability and profit.

ENVIRONMENTAL POPULISM

Capitalism (as if the world
Matters) –

• Anticapitalist/ against excessive
consumption and materialism

• Greenpeace, Earth first!, Chipko
movement, Rising tide

• North over South
• Historical responsability of the rich

nations
• Dismantling of the fossil fuel economy
• What happened with the Millenium

Development Goals 2015?? ½ billion
poor people instead of 1, universal 
education, rollback child mortality. 

ECO-ANARCHIST MOVEMENT

Did reformists achieve anything?



Sect. 8.3 Climate change and poverty

• „ Are we doing as much for today´s poor billions as we are seeking to
do for tomorrow´s vulnerable billions?“
• „Are we doing as much to make poverty history as we are doing to

stop climate chaos“

North-South
differences Address both!! Why poverty remains

Endemic?

-Claire Fox (London based Institute of Ideas) on the "green fatalism": “people are vulnerable to climate change 
because they are poor; they are not poor because of climate change”.
-Sunita Narain: “All technofixes (for climate change) biofuels, GM crops or nuclear power - will create the next 
generation of crisis, because they ignore the fundamental problems of capitalism as a system that ignores injustice 
and promotes inequity”.



Acceptance of proposed solutions. Priorities
for each country.
• Securing reliable and safe energy vs. Reducing ist carbon content
• Accessing global markets vs. Counting up the food miles
• Growing international tourism vs. Carbon dioxide emitted by airplanes

Adaptation to climate change agenda: a distraction from fundamental
Development rights of poverty alleviation, basic health care and educatioin?



Sec. 8.4. Development, population and 
climate change

• Very little global discussion about desirable global population or preferred fertility rates. 

• One child policy China 1979: avoided 5 percent in global carbon emissions, greater reduction than Kyoto Protocol-
à in the future!!!!!

• China: it is interesting how they argument their need for growth and how they compare to the others. Indeed how 
to ask them not to grow? However this is a trap: The carbon credits China claims for the adoption of the one-child 
policy reveal the difficulty of meeting the goals of development in a country of 1.3 billion people while containing 
the country’s impact on global climate. All are "nominal" emission reductions.

• Debate about the "need to slow population growth in developing countries"... why only in developing 
countries if the impact of a child in the developed countries is much more? considering IPAT. Why Hulme does 
not mention this option??. UN International Conference on Population and Development in Cairo, September 
1994. Population could not be further discussed because of ethics and religion.



Al Gore: No goal is more crucial to healing the global environment than stabilising human popula_on.
Debate : The Millenium Development goals are difficult or impossible to achieve with current levels of popula_on growth 
in the last developed countries and regions (Source: Demographer Brian O neil and collegeas at the interna_onal 
ins_tute for applied systems analysis in Austria on a comprenhensive survey of the rela_onships between popula_on and 
climate change.)

• ½ billion poor people instead of 1 billion, universal 
education, rollback child mortality. 

Could it possibly
be because of
This? 



Population growth from the Conservatives, or Liberals is a tabu.

Hulme writes: “And yet one cant hardly deny that the lifestyle decision that has the biggest single impact on a persons 
carbon footprint -especially in the developed-world is how many children to have”. 

Should be population policies Universal?

FOOTPRINT CALCULATOR CHALLENGE!!!!!

https://www.footprintcalculator.org/
If everybody would live like you, how many planets would
we need?

South? IPAT was addressed

Both?

Should we address
the causes of both? 

Hulme asks: - "is climate change primarily about excessive consumption in the north or growing population in the 
south"? ……

-about alleviation of poverty today or about the mitigation of climate change tomorrow? “

-about a revolution in energy technology or about a revolution in individual lifestyles? 

https://www.footprintcalculator.org/


Sec. 8.5 :  Conflicts between climate change and development:
• Clean development mechanism :  Kyoto protocol 1997. Developed countries gain emission 'credits' from investment 

projects that reduce emissions in developing countries. Assist developed in reducing emissions and assist developing 
in achieving sustainable development. Goals achieved simultaneously?? >1000 projects have been financed in China, 
India and Latinamerica. And these two goals and poverty alleviation achieved through traditional Overseas 
Development Assistance is flawed. CDM as a market mechanism doesn´t cure poverty. Local development needs do 
not get priority, carbon offset projects do not benefit the poorest communities, but urban middle-class. MARKET 
BASED MECHANISMS FOR ADDRESSING SIMULTANEOUSLY POVERTY; EQUITY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IS 
PERFORMING BADLY TO DATE.

• Desire to restrict the mobility of people and food: trade as a route out of poverty?? International tourism is the 
primary source of foreign exchange earnings in nearly 50 of the world`s least "developed" countries. They argue that 
if global tourism is shrinked, the economic sustainability of some of the poorest countries in the world will be 
threatened. Replace conventional trade barriers with discriminatory quotas based on the embodied carbon of 
imported goods (oil??) and developing-nation economies may again suffer. 

Are developing countries getting only
crumbles of the profits?
Flawed argument?



• British sustainability analysts Terry Dawson and Simon Allen: "Attempts to control greenhouse-gas emissions may restrict 
international trade and tourism removing the key strategies for less developed countries to grow their way out of 
poverty". CLIMATE POLICIES VS STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING POVERTY: 

The definition of poverty might matter a lot here.

• Desire to displace fossil carbon in the transport liquid fuel mix through an expansion in global biofuel production. 
Biofuels and food: use of biofuels (corn, rapeseed, sugar cane, palm oil) and other renewable fuels for transport, USA, 
2000. 10 percent by 2020. Net increase greenhouse emissions instead of savings!!!!! impact on the poorest 
communities!! on ecosystems And sustainable economies!!! agriculture is already damaging, and now switch from food 
crops to fuel crops!!! tropical forest lost!!! NIGHTMARE!!! It is happening!!!!

• Jean Zigler, UN special rapporteur on the right to food condemned the growing of biofuels as a crime against humanity. 
(food prices rised!) The outcome of such policy is perverse. A policy designed in one part of the world to reduce the 
risks of future climate change threatening the viability of agriculture in other parts of the world has contributed to a 
short-term destabilizing of the global food system. This policy reduced the security of tens of millions of the worlds poor 
instead of contributing to the theoretical food security of hundreds of millions of the worlds poor in 50 years. 

BIOCAPACITY and other issues- what is poverty, what does it 
depend on, are there alternative ways to live?? What is 
development and underdevelopment??:: THE USE OF LAND IS 
KEY.



https://www.greenbiz.com/article/we-lost-soccer-field-
primary-rainforest-every-6-seconds-2019

Thinking about Biofuels:



Global Footprint Network: https://data.footprintnetwork.org/#/?

Hulme says: “we are finding trade-offs rather than synergies”. Cites Jeffrey Sachs, 
2007 BBC Reith Lecture: “there are some amazing bargains to be found. My 
calculation has shown you that one day`s Pentagon spending could cover every 
sleeping site in Africa for five years with anti-malaria bed nets”.

And yet we have not found our way to that 
bargain. Why? 


